
 

 
  Title: Growing Vegetable Soup 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-0152325800  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Growing Vegetable 

Soup, Harcourt (San 

Diego, CA), 1987. Summary: “Dad says we are going to grow vegetable 

soup.” So begins Lois Ehlert’s bright, bold picture book 

about vegetable gardening for the very young. The 

necessary tools are pictured and labeled, as are the 

seeds (green bean, pea, corn, zucchini squash, and 

carrot). Then the real gardening happens . . . planting, 

weeding, harvesting, washing, chopping, and cooking! 

In the end? “It was the best soup ever.” Ehlert’s 

simple, colorful cut-paper-style illustrations are child-

friendly, as is the big black type. A recipe for vegetable 

soup tops it all off!  (Summary taken from 

Amazon.com) 

  Title: Planting a Rainbow 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-0152626105  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Planting a Rainbow, 

Harcourt (San Diego, 

CA), 1988. Summary: This educational and enjoyable book helps 

children understand how to plant bulbs, seeds, and 

seedlings, and nurture their growth. (Summary taken 

from Amazon.com) 

  Title: Color Zoo 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-0397322596  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Color Zoo, Harper Collins 

(New York, NY), 1989. 

Summary: Shapes and colors in your zoo, lots of things 

that you can do. Heads and ears, beaks and snouts, 

that's what animals are all about. I know animals and 

you do too; make some new ones for your zoo.  

(Summary taken from Amazon.com) 

  



  Title: Eating the Alphabet: Fruits and Vegetables From 

A to Z 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152009021  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Eating the Alphabet: 

Fruits and Vegetables 

from A to Z, Harcourt 

(San Diego, CA), 1989.   Summary: While teaching upper- and lowercase 

letters to preschoolers, Ehlert introduces fruits and 

vegetables from around the world. A glossary at the 

end provides interesting facts about each food. 

(Summary taken from Amazon.com) 

  Title: Color Farm 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-0397324408  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Color Farm, Harper 

Collins (New York, NY), 

1990. Summary: On this form you can view 

Animal ears and whiskers too. 

Lots of animals to be found, 

Shapes and colors ail around. 

Look at beaks and snouts with me. 

Make some more for us to see.  

(Summary taken from Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Feathers for Lunch 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0618036547  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Feathers for Lunch, 

Harcourt (San Diego, 

CA), 1990. Summary: An escaped house cat encounters twelve 

common birds in the backyard but captures only 

feathers for lunch. Includes bird guide. (Summary 

taken from Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Fish Eyes: A Book You Can Count On 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152280512  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Fish Eyes: A Book You 

Can Count On, 

Harcourt (San Diego, 

CA), 1990. 
Summary: Brightly colored fish introduce young 

children to counting and basic addition in this fun and 

simple concept book. (Summary taken from 

Amazon.com) 

  



  

Title: Red Leaf, Yellow Leaf 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152661977  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Red Leaf, Yellow Leaf, 

Harcourt (San Diego, 

CA), 1991. Summary: Lois Ehlert uses watercolor collage and 

pieces of actual seeds, fabric, wire, and roots in this 

innovative and rich introduction to the life of a tree. A 

special glossary explains how roots absorb nutrients, 

what photosynthesis is, how sap circulates, and other 

facts about trees.  (Summary taken from 

Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Circus 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-0060202521  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Circus, Harper Collins 

(New York, NY), 1992. 

Summary: Simple text and brilliantly colored cut-

paper illustrations take children into a big top of 

circus excitement starring leaping lizards, marching 

snakes, whistling parrots, and the tumbling Zucchini 

Brothers. (Summary taken from Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Moon Rope: A Peruvian Folktale 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-0152017026  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Moon Rope: A Peruvian 

Folktale, Spanish 

translation by Amy 

Prince, Harcourt (San 

Diego, CA), 1992.  

Summary: Fox wants to go to the moon. Mole does 

not--at least not until he hears about the huge worms 

waiting up there for him to eat. So the two of them 

set off on their adventure, with a little help from a 

rope of grass and their friends the birds. The bilingual 

text and bold art showcase Lois Ehlert at her 

captivating best. (Summary taken from Amazon.com) 

  



  

Title: Nuts to You! 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-0152050641  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Nuts to You!, Harcourt 

(San Diego, CA), 1993. 

Summary: It's summer in the city, and a rascally 

squirrel is up to all sorts of tricks. But when he sneaks 

inside an apartment window, he'll need one nutty 

solution to get back out! 

 

Labels identify plants, birds, and insects on each page, 

and a glossary at the back of the book offers factual 

details about squirrels. One of her youngest and most 

popular titles, Nuts to You! is Lois Ehlert at her high-

spirited, breathtaking best.  (Summary taken from 

Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Mole’s Hill: A Woodland Tale 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152018900  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Mole’s Hill: A 

Woodland Tale, 

Harcourt (San Diego, 

CA), 1994. 
Summary: Mole loves her burrow near the pond. It's 

safe and cozy underground, and best of all--it's home. 

So when Fox says Mole has to move her home to make 

room for a new path, Mole must do some quick 

thinking--and digging--to save it. (Summary taken from 

Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Snowballs 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-0152020958  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Snowballs, Harcourt 

(San Diego, CA), 1995. 

Summary: Pull on your mittens and head outside for a 

snowball day. Grab some snow and start rolling. With a 

few found objects--like buttons and fabric and seeds--

and a little imagination, you can create a whole family 

out of snow. Children will love poring over Lois Ehlert’s 

bold, funny illustrations and identifying the common 

(and not so common) objects she uses to decorate her 

snowy family. (Summary taken from Amazon.com) 

  



  

Title: Under My Nose 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert, photographs by Carlo 

Ontal 

ISBN: 978-1572740273  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Under My Nose 

(autobiography), 

photographs by Carlo 

Ontal, Richard C. 

Owen (Katonah, NY), 

1996. 

Summary: Author and illustrator of books for young 

people, Lois Ehlert, shares how she interweaves her 

creative process with her daily routine. (Summary 

taken from Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Hands 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152051075  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Hands, Harcourt (San 

Diego, CA), 1997. 

Summary: As the child in this story watches her 

mother and father work with their hands, she knows 

she wants to build and sew and garden and paint just 

like they do. All she needs is a special place to work, 

lots of good materials--and plenty of encouragement. 

With these tools, she is able to make the most 

wonderful things. (Summary taken from 

Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Cuckoo: A Mexican Folktale 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-0152024284  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Cuckoo: A Mexican 

Folktale, Spanish 

translation by Gloria 

de Aragon Andujar, 

Harcourt (San Diego, 

CA), 1997. 

Summary: Cuckoo is beautiful. Trouble is, she's lazy. 

She never does her share of work-that is, until a field 

fire threatens the season's seed crop and Cuckoo is 

the only one who can save it. But will she risk harming 

her lovely feathers by flying through the thick smoke 

and flames?  (Summary taken from Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Top Cat 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152024253  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Top Cat, Harcourt 

(San Diego, CA), 1997. 

Summary: Top Cat rules the house until an 

unexpected box arrives with someone new--and cute-

-inside. At first, Top Cat doesn't want to share his 

house and favorite things, but soon he learns that two 

cats can be lots more fun than one.  Summary taken 

from Amazon.com) 

  



  

Title: Market Day: A Story Told With Folk Art 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152168209  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Market Day: A Story 

Told With Folk Art, 

Harcourt (San Diego, 

CA), 2000. 
Summary: Everyone's going to the town square. But 

this is no ordinary market--it's a feast of folk art from 

around the world. Whether you're looking for fruits, 

vegetables, or just an afternoon of fun, this is a 

shopping trip you don't want to miss! (Summary taken 

from Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Waiting For Wings 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152026080  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Waiting For Wings, 

Harcourt (San Diego, 

CA), 2002. Summary: Every spring, butterflies emerge and dazzle 

the world with their vibrant beauty. But where do 

butterflies come from? How are they born? What do 

they eat--and how? 

With a simple, rhyming text and glorious color-

drenched collage, Lois Ehlert provides clear answers to 

these and other questions as she follows the life cycle 

of four common butterflies, from their beginnings as 

tiny hidden eggs and hungry caterpillars to their 

transformation into full-grown butterflies. Complete 

with butterfly and flower facts and identification tips, 

as well as a guide to planting a butterfly garden, this 

butterfly book is like no other.  (Summary Taken from 

Amazon.com) 

  

Title: In My World 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152054298  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

In My World, Harcourt 

(San Diego, CA), 2002. 

Summary: Take a walk with bestselling picture-book 

creator Lois Ehlert in this vibrant die-cut celebration of 

nature's many wonders. Complete with a simple rebus 

game, this gentle book of discovery will inspire readers 

of all ages to share their love for nature--and to look at 

the world in a whole new way. (Summary taken from 

Amazon.com) 

  



  

Title: Pie in the Sky 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152165840  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Pie in the Sky, Harcourt 

(Orlando, FL), 2004. 

Summary: Do pies grow on trees? Join a father and 

child as they watch over their backyard cherry tree--

and all the colorful living things surrounding it--

throughout the seasons. At the end of the summer, 

they harvest the cherries together and make a 

delicious pie for the whole family to enjoy. (Summary 

taken from Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Leaf Man 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-0152053048  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Leaf Man, Harcourt 

(Orlando, FL), 2005. 

Summary: Fall has come, the wind is gusting, and Leaf 

Man is on the move. Is he drifting east, over the marsh 

and ducks and geese? Or is he heading west, above the 

orchards, prairie meadows, and spotted cows? No 

one's quite sure, but this much is certain: A Leaf Man's 

got to go where the wind blows. (Summary taken from 

Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Wag a Tail 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152058432  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Wag a Tail, Harcourt 

(Orlando, FL), 2007. 

Summary: In this exuberant new picture book, Lois 

Ehlert takes us on a trip to the farmers market with a 

group of friendly, furry, and (mostly) well-behaved 

pups. And when the shopping's done, the gang heads 

to the dog park for some serious playing. (Summary 

taken from Amazon.com) 

  



  

Title: Oodles of Animals 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-0152062743  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Oodles of Animals, 

Harcourt (Orlando, FL), 

2008. Summary: In this exuberant collection, Lois Ehlert 

celebrates the animal kingdom with quirky, playful 

rhymes and bold collage illustrations that perfectly 

capture the spirit of each creature. Sixty-four of her 

favorite animal friends are here, from hamsters to 

monkeys, geckos to mountain goats--and with its 

clever combination of fact and wordplay, this stunning 

volume is as fun to read as it is to look at. (Summary 

taken from Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Boo To You! 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-1416986256  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Boo To You!, Beach 

Lane Books (New York, 

NY), 2009. Summary: The harvest garden is bursting with 

delicious vegetables, the pumpkins are decorated and 

lit, and the mice have their costumes ready. Everyone 

is looking forward to the annual Halloween-night feast. 

Scary Cat wasn’t invited to the party, but he seems to 

think he’s coming anyway. Time for a clever mouse-

style surprise to outsmart that cat! (Summary taken 

from Amazon.com) 

  

Title: Lots of Spots 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN:978-1442402898  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Lots of Spots, Beach 

Lane Books (New York, 

NY), 2010. Summary: Lois Ehlert is at her Ogden-Nashian best in 

this lively collection of poems about animal 

camouflage and adornment. Birds and beasts from all 

walks of the animal kingdom are gathered here, 

beautifully illustrated in Lois's signature bold and 

bright collage style. Complete with an Author's Note 

about the how-and-why of animal spots-and-stripes. 

(Summary taken from Amazon.com) 

  



  

Title: Rrralph 

Author/ Illustrator: Lois Ehlert 

ISBN: 978-1442413054  

Citation: Ehlert, Lois, 

Rrralph, Beah Lane 

Books (New York, NY), 

2011.  Summary: Would you believe that Ralph the dog can 

talk? Yip, yip, yip--it's true! 

With bestselling author Lois Ehlert's simple, funny, call-

and-response text and bold, playful collage 

illustrations, this fresh, young book is sure to get little 

ones laughing (and talking to their dogs!) (Summary 

taken from Amazon.com) 

 


